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Hybrid Solutions Journey started in 2002, in Amman, Jordan the headquarter and operational
office where our dream, ambition, and hard work all united faithfully, recounting every step till
2005 we released one of the well-known Forex trading platform which has grown to become the
best online trading solutions worldwide, VertexFX.
Hybrid Solutions, a group of three companies, Hybrid Services for technical and financial studies,
registered in Amman, Jordan under license number (56863),
Hybrid Solutions Middle East FZE, registered in Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates under
license number 5006719.
And finally Hybrid Solutions Market Cloud LTD, Registered in England and Wales under license
number 9562474.
With offices in Jordan, UAE, and UK, we reached our customers everywhere, and from our
website https://www.hybridsolutions.com we entered the Forex world with the exquisite
platform, VertexFX. We made it easy, flexible, and exciting for everyone to reach us.

Hybrid Solutions Market Cloud LTD - EU Sales
Address: 20-22 Wenlock Road, London, Postcode N1 7GU, United
Kingdom
Registration Number: 9562474

Hybrid Services For Tech Studies and Consultancy
Technical Outsourcing & Operation
Address: Wasfi Al-Tal Street, Wahat Amoun Complex, 6th Floor,
P.O. Box 2353 Amman 11910 Jordan
Registration Number: 200176683

Hybrid Solutions Middle East FZE – Main
Address: FDRK0813, Service Block, Al Jazirah Al Hamra, RAKEZ
Business Zone-FZ, Ras Al Khaimah, UAE.
Registration Number: 5006719

Meet our
Team
Hybrid Solutions family in Amman, the Operational office supports all the customer
requirements in all sections, Technical support team available 24/6, Development team
to assure the up to date releases, Sales, Marketing and customer care team walking the
customer through his trip with VertexFX, We support our employees in growing their
knowledge base and in improving their skills through a variety of training opportunities
managed by exquisite leaders.
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Our Mission
Take Our Solution to a new dimension in the trading market, We strive for sustainable
and growth-oriented development. And the customer is our focus, that been our
mission since the day we started, we put VertexFX Trader in the hands of our customers,
we listen, we go creative with them, from the beginning till this day our road map was
full of developments and version releases that we are proud of these tiny footsteps that
took us to the top.

Our Vision
To create a revolutionary touch in the online trading software industry, providing our
customers and business partners with robust, extensible and customizable Multi Asset
solutions in the market using the most advanced and reliable technology development
tools and putting the platform on top.

Company
timeline and
Awards
Being recognized in the market and an award winner is great recognition for our
competitiveness.

2008 Best Forex software Developers Award winner, Moscow
Lasting one year of voting for the “Best Forex Software Developers” through the WORLD FOREX
EXPO event which was conducted in Moscow-Russia.
IAIR Awards 2013, Hong Kong
Another Award in the Forex international market that Hybrid Solutions proudly achieved for the
remarkable platform VertexFX.
IAIR Awards 2014, Hong Kong, 2nd time in Row
2014 Best Trading Platform for Forex Brokers Award
Hybrid Solutions won the Best Trading Platform for Forex Brokers Award at the Forex Expo
Awards, Moscow.

2015 - Best Turn-Key Auto Trading Platform Award
Hybrid Solutions won the Best Turn-Key Auto Trading Platform Award at the 10th Jordan Forex
Expo.
2019 - Version 11 is released
Adopting the latest technologies combined with intensive work, listening to the market needs,
and meeting the ideas and expectations of our clients, partners, and traders. It is a new
generation of trading systems equipped with Social trading, Binary options, with a single sign-in
option and advanced server structure along with many powerful features.
2020 - VertexFX 11.1 New Version
VertexFX Enhanced Performance with many new features as we continue our mission to listen
and care for the customers’ demands, never stops developing.
2021 - VertexFX Mobile Trader
Hybrid Solutions launched its own VertexFX Mobile Trading Apps for iOS and Android.

Company
Services
Our Multi-Asset Trading Platform structure is carefully studied and designed consists of a set of
Application Servers Connected to an SQL Database, Client Terminals, and Dealing Room
Applications can be hosted starting from the single server for small businesses to several servers
to achieve load balancing for enterprises implementations to reach the optimum structure.
BackOffice Modules; The main management system that all clients and offices are connected to
for asking or bidding quotes, where it is installed in the market maker or in the Bank dealing
room, and through it continuous requests from the clients who are connected to this back-office
dealing room will be received.
Client Modules; The client/broker module (Desktop, WEB, or Mobile Application IOS and
Android) through which traders can trade with a specific Dealing room.
Application Servers, A set of applications servers hosted in one or more servers.
With the new business model improving nowadays, trading is no longer the classic forex one
only, new modules have arisen and we have developed in VertexFX.

Physical
Trading
VertexFX Social Trading is a service that allows VertexFX traders to follow VertexFX signals
providers and copy their trades.
It requires the minimum or no knowledge about financial markets, VertexFX traders are only
required to follow the suitable VertexFX signals provider, considering the percentage of
successful operations and the diversification of the financial instruments traded by the expert
providers, that is to say, that the VertexFX signals expert does not concentrate on single items or
failing that.
VertexFX Social Trading allows VertexFX traders to trade online with the help of others.
VertexFX traders can interact with each other, watch others take trades, then copy their trades
and learn what prompted the top performer to take a trade in the first place. By copying trades,
VertexFX traders can learn which strategies work and which do not work.

Social
Trading
VertexFX Social Trading is a service that allows VertexFX traders to follow VertexFX signals
providers and copy their trades.
It requires the minimum or no knowledge about financial markets, VertexFX traders are only
required to follow the suitable VertexFX signals provider, considering the percentage of
successful operations and the diversification of the financial instruments traded by the expert
providers, that is to say, that the VertexFX signals expert does not concentrate on single items or
failing that.
VertexFX Social Trading allows VertexFX traders to trade online with the help of others.
VertexFX traders can interact with each other, watch others take trades, then copy their trades
and learn what prompted the top performer to take a trade in the first place. By copying trades,
VertexFX traders can learn which strategies work and which do not work.

Here is why
our customers
love it
●

●
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Multi-level Account group hierarchical structure which enables Dealing
room to build their groups in a way that gives infinite management
capabilities for most of the system parameters per symbol per group.
VertexFX will enable the Dealing room to manage their risk through
implementing VertexFX Trader in the STP model either for all of the
company or for part of it. VertexFX Risk Management Bridge is built to
cover this need. VertexFX SQL database will give dealing room perfect
integration capabilities supported by VertexFX API development kit.
Online Trading for the public through Desktop, WEB, or Mobile Trading
Terminals.
VertexFX is a complete plug-n-play online trading system, neither Java
Virtual Machine nor any other third party hardware or software is
required to run the system and start trading.
Customization capabilities of trading formulae, trading working hours,
users, and security definition in a wide band of authentication levels in
addition to customizable deal sizes.

Enriching the traders experience while he trade in the market using the
vertexfx, equipped with hundreds of exceptional technical analysis tools

Proud of our
customers and
partners
We made it all through these years with leading customers and partners who
enriched our journey with their experience and business demands, we look
into each integration we created as our precious extension in the market, we
grow together.
VeretxFX reached out to hundreds of Brokers, to a wide pool of Liquidity
providers supporting the VerteXFX in their services to distributors and white
label technology providers, all is a piece of art for us that we are gently
taking care of.

